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NMRT Archives Policy  

 
 
Purpose 
 
The American Library Association Archives, located at the University of Illinois, Urbana, 
contains the official records of the Association and its sub-groups. NMRT, as one of 
those groups, preserves appropriate documents for inclusion in the archives.  The 
Archives Committee, a standing committee of NMRT, manages the NMRT Archives 
Program. The Committee reports directly to the Executive Board and serves an advisory 
role for the overall direction of the NMRT Archives Program.    
 
The aims of the NMRT Archives Program are: 
 
�� To serve as NMRT’s official memory by preserving, protecting, and making 

accessible its permanently valuable records. 
�� To provide the information necessary to establish continuity for future decision-

making and to permit NMRT to meet its accountability requirements. 
�� To identify permanently valuable records within NMRT and provide for their transfer 

to the Archives when they become inactive. 
�� To locate, collect and preserve irreplaceable archive collections relating to the past 

and present life and work of NMRT. 
�� To arrange and describe archival material according to archival principles and make 

them accessible to appropriate persons for research purposes. 
�� To provide adequate and appropriate conditions for the storage, protection and 

preservation of NMRT's archival material. 
�� To provide advice and assistance to those responsible for creating and maintaining 

NMRT's records. 
�� To disseminate information about the development of NMRT to interested parties. 
 
 
The Role of the Archives Program in the Administrative Setting of NMRT (and 
ALA) 
 
The Archives Program maintains the role of organizational memory in the administrative 
setting of the New Members Round Table (NMRT).  As such, it provides a factual basis 
for the development of organizational activities and policies.  This foundation consists 
not only of the individual items placed in the archival repository, but also the relationship 
between various items.  This relationship defines the origins and development of all 
aspects of NMRT’s current functioning, as well as the organization’s relationship to the 
ALA. 
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On this basis, the archive plays a number of roles: 
 

�� As a permanent repository of materials related to NMRT, it provides an historical 
resource for review and research of members, officers, policy and events. 

�� As a permanent record of debate and decision-making on issues that make up its 
history, it provides the context for the organization’s current activities. 

�� As the accessible collection of the product of past NMRT activities, it provides 
the basis for future development of the organization and its members. 

 
Through these roles, the NMRT Archives Program will act to maintain the organization’s 
clear, consistent and seamless operation across changes in personnel and the changing 
demands of the future. 
 
 
Acquisitions 
 
While the Archives Committee oversees the NMRT Archives Program, primary 
responsibility for selecting records for preservation rests with the chairs of all NMRT 
committees. 
 
Chairs should forward records of value to the Archives Committee when the originating 
organization no longer requires access to such records. For many organizations, records 
need to be kept only for the last two or three years. All materials over three years old 
should automatically be forwarded. Prior to each ALA Annual or Midwinter Conference, 
depending on the term of service, the outgoing chair or officer should transfer inactive 
documents to the Archives Committee according to their original format, e.g. paper or 
electronic. 
 
Before forwarding inactive records, some preliminary weeding should be done by the 
originating agency. In particular, duplicate blank forms and certain types of memoranda 
should be discarded. Those materials unrelated to professional activities or NMRT should 
be weeded out also. 
 
For those documents originating in paper, only originals should be sent to the archives; 
but carbons, all forms with emendation (e.g. notations), and records for which originals 
are not available should be included. If in doubt about retaining any item, include it. 
 
Preservation 

The archives is meant to preserve all significant materials in both print and electronic 
formats, relating to the history, activities and accomplishments of NMRT and its 
subsidiary groups.  Significant materials include:  

1. Official publications of the groups and those produced under its auspices.  

2. Constitution and by-laws (including proposed amendments and all related 
materials)  
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3. Statements of function or duties of boards, committees, etc.  

4. Membership lists  

5. Reports  

6. Minutes and agendas  

7. Financial statements and budgets  

8. Questionnaires (annotated to show to whom and when sent)  

9. Forms  

10. Programs, brochures, etc.  

11. Photographs of persons and activities  

12. Press releases and other public relations materials  

13. Material of biographical interest, including contributions of an individual to the 
development of a project, to a committee, office or the profession  

14. Policy decisions (many of these will be included in reports of officers, statements 
of duties and function, minutes, etc.) 

15. Records of all projects and other activities proposed, whether completed or not 
(some of these will be included in other forms listed above)  

16. Correspondence with significant information about the activities of a group or 
office.    

17. Scrapbooks and other memorabilia.  

This list applies equally to print and electronic items of significant interest to the 
organization.  Specific formats of electronic documentation (from NMRT Archives Policy 
for Electronic Documents – Revision 1) to be preserved include: 

Databases 

Databases constructed by NMRT members expressly for use by NMRT shall be 
considered to be of potential archival value and should be treated accordingly.  Such 
databases can be either of a single user nature or may be of such design as to be used by 
multiple people for data input. 

Email 

Only email which documents the important business transactions or activities on NMRT 
are considered records.  Informational messages with a business context or purely private 
transactions are not considered records. 
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Desktop Application Records 

Only those documents fitting the category of official records will be preserved (see list 1-
17 above). 

Websites and Web Pages 
Within the types of materials described in 1-17 above, those documents created 
originally, or in an original manner, in web format will also be preserved.  An example 
might be a conference program, which might be produced “originally” in both paper and 
web format.  In this case, however, the web format is not likely to be merely a copy of the 
paper, but rather will have a style and method of delivery all its own, which merits 
preservation. 
 
 
Access 
 
In the spirit of promoting the dissemination of information, every effort will be made to 
provide ready access to NMRT archival materials, whether at the University of Illinois, 
Urbana-Champaign location or online.   Any items housed at the University of Illinois 
will be available to all users who agree to abide by the regulations and procedures of that 
facility (see http://web.library.uiuc.edu/ahx/userregs.htm).  Anyone with Internet access 
may retrieve online NMRT archival materials, without a password, through a link on the 
NMRT web page. The NMRT Archives web page will give clear instructions and 
connections to any online materials. 
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